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Disclaimer
This document is intended to be read only by experienced orthopaedic surgeons familiar with the application of hip arthroplasty, and by individuals
related to or acknowledged by Evolutis company.
This publication is intended as the recommended procedure for using the Evolutis Dual Mobility Acetabular Implants. It offers guidance only.
Evolutis is the manufacturer of the device. As such and claiming no medical skill, Evolutis does not recommend a specific use of a product or a
technique.
Each surgeon should consider the particular needs of the patient and make appropriate adjustments where necessary.
For any additional information related to the products, the indications and contra indications, the warnings and precautions of use, and the adverse
effects, please refer to the INSTRUCTION FOR USE leaflet included in the packaging of implants. For further advice please contact your local
representative.
No part of this document may be reproduced in whole or part by any process, nor may any other exclusive right be exercised, without the permission
of EVOLUTIS company.
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Acetabular reaming

After having resected the femoral head, measure its diameter with a
caliper,

Remove osteophytes, chondral and fibrous tissues to perfectly expose
the rim of the acetabulum,

Engage smallest diameter reamer on the reaming shaft and begin
reaming the acetabular fossa holding the power tool in a vertical
position (1 ),

Ream through the carti lage down to the true base of the acetabulum,
Stop reaming when reamer reaches sl ightly bleeding hard bone,

Select the reamer 1 size under the diameter of thr retreived femoral
head.
Introduce the reamer with the reamer shaft at 45° of vertical axis, and
with anatomic anteversion (2).

Ream unti l l the reamer reaches the same sub chondral bone level as
1 st reamer,

Sequential ly increase reamer size unti l l the last size perfectly adapts
to the acetabular margins (3),

Increment sizes cautiously in order never to reduce anterior and
posterior bone margin thicknesses.
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Cup impactor screw

Body of cup impactor

45°
orientation
guide
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Trial cup and final cup impaction

Select a trial cup the same diameter as the last reamer used,

Screw the trial cup on the cup impactor screw (threaded inner shaft),

Introduce the trial cup into the acetabulum (4),

Assess cup dimension and position in the acetabulum,
The flexible trial cup is designed to assess bone contact and sphericity
of reaming, it is not designed for stabil ity testing, do not evaluate cup
stabil ity according to this test.
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Introduce the final cup into the acetabulum (7),

Hammer the cup into position, and test for stabil ity,

Unscrew the inner impactor screw a little unti l the tip is loose in the
cup, but sti l l attached to the shaft,

Remove the cup impactor tip out from the final cup.

Cup
impactor
tip

Option 1 : Straight cup impactor

Introduce the cup impactor screw into the cup impactor body up to the
stop,

Select the cup impactor tip of the same diameter as the final cup,

Screw the cup impactor tip on the cup impactor thread unti l i t just
touches the conical end piece, not tight

Open the steri le pack of the final cup and leave the cup into the foam
packaging,

Position the cup impactor assembly and the impaction tip into the final
cup (5),

Hold the outer body tight and screw the inner shaft firmly, which wil l
tighten the impactor into the cup

Snap the 45° orientation guide on the cup impactor body (6).
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Option 2: Curved impactor for cup

Select the cup holding disc of the same diameter as the final cup,

Set the trigger of the curved impactor for cup in the "open" position (8),

Sl ide and snap the curved impactor cup tipon the bottom end of the
curved impactor (9),

Open the steri le pack of the final cup and leave the cup into the foam
packaging,
Position the curved impactor and cup tip assembly into the final cup,
check the orthogonality of the tip and the cup.

Lock tight the trigger of the curved impactor in the "closed" position (1 0),

Screw the 45° orientation guide on the cup impactor body,

Introduce the final cup into the acetabulum,
Hammer the cup into position, and test for stabil ity,

Set the trigger of the curved impactor for cup in the "open" position,
Remove the cup impactor tip out from the final cup.
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Specific steps for the DM Cemented cup

Whenever implanting a Cemented version of the DM cup, it is
COMPULSORY to proceed according to the fol lowing instructions:

- select the cup impaction tip (option 1 : straight impaction shaft) or the
expanding holding disc (option 2: curved impaction handle) of the size
immediately inferior to the diameter of the cup to be implanted, and attach
to the impaction handle. Example: for a Ø50 cup, select the Ø48 impaction
tip or disc (a).

- place the impaction set inside the cup and expand moderately the tip or
disc (screw action for a straight handle, pul l the trigger for a curved
handle).

- introduce a dose of cement into a clean and dry acetabulum.

- introduce the cup into the acetabulum, set the correct orientation plans
(ti l t and anteversion) with reference to the 45° orientation rod.

- hammer the cup in its final position (b).

- unscrew (straight handle) or release the trigger (curved handle) and
IMMEDIATELY retrieve the impaction handle and the impaction tip out of
the cup.

- attach the white cup impaction tip to the M1 0 impaction shaft.

- introduce the white cup impaction tip into the cup, and apply manual
pressure to the cup unti l the cement is set (c).

cup Ø57 = impaction tip Ø55

a

b

c



Re-positionning and final impaction

In case the cup is misal igned in the acetabulum, but not firmly impacted,
assemble the impaction spherical tip to the M1 0 impaction shaft,

Position one of the stepped edges on the edge of the cup and tap to re-
orientate the cup to the final position (11 ).

Final ize cup impaction with the same tool (1 2).
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Trial liner reduction

Select a trial l iner of the same diameter as the final cup,

Standard l iner is for Ø28mm trial head, and trial l iner is non retentive.

Position the trial head on the trial or final femoral stem,

Position the trial l iner over the trial femoral head (1 3),

In cases of 22.2mm ball head, place the grey Ø22.2mm trial head
adaptor inside the Ø28mm blue trial l iner (1 4).

Assemble the cup impaction tip to the M1 0 impaction shaft,

Reduce hip joint (1 5),

Undertake mobil ity and stabil ity tests, select definitive head length (1 6).

1 3

1 4

1 5

1 6

1 2
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Trial liner reduction

Select a trial l iner of the same diameter as the final cup,

Standard l iner is for Ø28mm trial head, and trial l iner is non retentive.

Position the trial head on the trial or final femoral stem,

Position the trial l iner over the trial femoral head (1 3),

In cases of 22.2mm ball head, place the grey Ø22.2mm trial head
adaptor inside the Ø28mm blue trial l iner (1 4).

Assemble the cup impaction tip to the M1 0 impaction shaft,

Reduce hip joint (1 5),

Undertake mobil ity and stabil ity tests, select definitive head length (1 6).

Introduction of the head in the final liner

Prepare the l iner press:
- screw the liner press screw on the liner press body (1 7),
- snap the femoral head central izer on the l iner press screw tip,
- snap the concave liner pusher tip onto the fork of the l iner press body (1 8).

Position and hold final l iner on the concave liner pusher tip, l iner opening facing upwards (1 9),

Position and hold final femoral head on top of the final l iner, openings facing upwards (20),

Turn the l iner press screw clockwise unti l the central izer fits into the femoral head,

Continue turning clockwise unti l the femoral head snaps into the final l iner (21 ),

The impaction is complete after the second "snap" sound (air escapes out of the l iner).

Make sure the head is captured in the l iner but free to move.

Position the final l iner and head assembly on the femoral morse taper,

Assemble the cup impaction tip to the M1 0 impaction shaft,

Impact the final l iner and final head assembly with the cup impaction tip,

Reduce the hip joint while pushing the l iner into the cup with the
impaction tip (22),

Undertake final mobil ity and stabil ity tests (23).

Introduction of the final liner and reduction
of the hip

1 7
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23
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Important Notice:
The CAPTIV DM acetabular implants belong to the class III implantable medical device
classification. The CAPTIV DM acetabular implants are indicated in total hip arthroplasty
procedures (THA) and total hip revision procedures (THR) for the acetabular component.
The surgeon is required to read the instructions for use included in the packaging of the
implant, as well as the surgical technique manual initially delivered with the instrument set,
or available for download on the www.evolutisfrance.com website.
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